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Abstract

We relate the sequence of minimumbasesof a matroid with linearly
varying weights to three problems from combinatorial geometry: k-
sets, lower envelopes of line segments, and convex polygons in line
arrangements. Using these relations we show new lower bounds on
the number of base changes in such sequences: for a general
n-element matroid with rank r, and Cl{ma{n)) for the special case of
parametric graph minimum spanning trees. The only previous lower
bound was f2(nlog7-) for uniform matroids; upper bounds of
for arbitrary matroids and 0{mn'^l''/log* n) for uniform matroids were
also known.
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problem and on its special case of parametric minimum spanning trees by
showing connections between these problems and two more seemingly un
related problems from computational geometry: envelopes of segments and
polygons in arrangements.

1.1 New Results

We prove the following bounds:

• There can be Q(ma{n)) different minimum spanning trees in a graph
with m edges, n vertices, and edge weights linearly varying with time,
where a(n) denotes the inverse Ackermann function.

• There can be different minimum weight bases in a matroid
with n elements, rank r, and element weights linearly varying with
time.

The first bound comes from a reduction from the problem of lower en
velopes of line segments, for which a Q{na{n)) bound is known. We use
lower envelopes toconstruct agraph with 0(n) edges and the same Q(na(7z))
bound on the number of minimum spanning trees; the overall bound is found
by forming the union of 0(m/n) such graphs on the same vertex set.

We prove the second bound by proving that the problem is equivalent up
to constant factors (for r < n/2) to the following new geometric problem:

Polygons in arrangements. Given r convex polygons with sides formed
by n lines, no two polygons overlapping in a set of nonzero length,
what is the maximum total number of polygon vertices?

Although this problem has not been studied before, various special cases
have. If the polygons form faces of the arrangement, have disjoint interi
ors, or do not cross each other, light bounds of 0(n -f vertices are
known [1. 2. 10. 12]; these are snfficierit to prove a bound of on
the matroid problem. Our new lowei- btmnd is somewhat stronger than this
for r = o(n), and shows tiiat the general problem of polygons in arrange
ments has somewhat difi(^reiit l^eiiavior than these specjal cases. However
our bounds and the lower bounds above are the same when ?• = n. and
it may perhaps be possible lor such r to extend the upper bounds for the
special cases above to similar bounds foi' the general ])roblem ofpolygons in
arrangements. This could possibly lead to an 0(rir^l'^) bound on the para
metric matroid optimization problem and its special case the k-sei problem.



1.2 Notation and Definitions

A matroid consists of a set of elementsand a family of finite sets of elements
(the independent sets ofthe matroid) such that (1) any subset ofanindepen
dent set is independent, and (2) if I and J are independent, with |/| < |J|,
then for some j £ J, the set I Li {j} is independent. The rank of a set in a
matroid is the cardinality of its largest independent subset. We wiU usually
let n denote the number of elements in a matroid, and r denote its rank.
A base of a matroid is a maximal independent set, or equivalently an inde
pendent set of cardinality equal to the matroid's rank. If the elements have
real-valued weights, we are particularly interested in the minimum weight
base, that is, the base minimizing the sum of the element weights.

Standard examples of matroids include the foUowing.

• The uniform matroid U^. The set of elements is taken to be any set
of cardinality n; its independent subsets are those of cardinality at
most r, and its bases are the subsets of cardinality exactly r. Finding
a minimum weight base in such a matroid is equivalent to selecting
the A;th smallest element weight, so uniform matroids are related to
median selection algorithms.

• The graphic matroids M(G) for some graph G. M{G) is defined to
have the edges of G as elements, the forests of G as independent sets,
and the spanning forests of G as bases. If G has m edges, n vertices,
and c connected components, M{G) has m elements and rank n - c.
The minimum weight base in M{G) is just the minimum spanning
tree of G, so graphic matroids are related to minimum spanning tree
computation as well as to testing the connectivity of graphs.

• The transversal matroids T{F) for some finite family ofsets F - {5,}.
The set of elements of T{F) is the union of the sets Si. A set in
a transversal matroid is independent if its members can be matched
oiie-for-one witli sets 6, containing tiiem. Another way ofviewing this
is to consider a bipartite graph wi! h edges connecting each set to its
mend)ei's; a collect ion ol vertices on one side of the bipartition is iiide-
pcndcnt if there is a matching in the graph connecting the collection to
the same number ol veitices on the other side. Therefore transversal
matroids are related to bipartite graph matching.

In any matroid. a minimimum weight base can be found by a greedy
uigurilhm. Ihe elements are sorted by weight and then considered one at a



Figure 1. Minimum weight base in a uniform matroid with positive-slope weight
functions.

time in sorted order. We maintain an independent set S, and at each step
add the element e under consideration to 5 if 5 -f e remains independent.
For instance, this algorithm restricted to graphic matroids is just Kruskal's
algorithm for minimum spanning trees.

2 Uniform Matroids

and k-Sets

In this section we outline the connection between the A;-set problem and the
problem of parametric optimization for uniform matroids, as pointed out by
Katoh.

A fc-set of a set of n points is a subset of exactly k points such that some
halfspace covers exactly those points. Let KS{n,k) denote the maximum
number of k-sets among sets ol n points, and let UM{n, r) denote the maxi
mum length of the sequence of minimum weight bases for a uniform matroid
f'l' with linearly varying edge weights.

Theorem 1. Let VM( n. r) rind KS{n. r) measure the complexities ofpava.-
melric uniform matroid optimizalinii and k-sets, as defined above. Then
r.\[{n.r) < 1 + KSin.r).

Proof: Let M be a lineail>- weighted uniform matroid achieving the max
imum value L'A'J{n, r). For some sufliciently large value of x replace each



weight function u; = at + 6 by to = (a + x)t + 6; this does not change the
sequence of minimum weight bases, but causes all weight functions to have
positive slope. Plot the edge weight functions of the elements of M as an
arrangement A of non-vertical lines in the {w,i) plane. We can perform a
small perturbation of the weight functions of M, so that no three lines in
the arrangement meet in a single point, without changing the sequence of
minimum weight bases. The minimum weight base at any time to can be
found by selecting the elements corresponding to the r lowest intersections
of the lines in A with the vertical line t = to, a.s depicted in Figure 1. As we
sweep this vertical line from left to right, a change in the base occurs when
it crosses a vertex u of A that has exactly r - 1 lines of A passing below it;
in the figure, such a base change will happen at the next vertex swept over
by the line.

Now if Vis formed by two lines /i and let C be the cell between them
on the left side of v Since both lines have positive slope, v is the topmost
vertex of C and C has exactly r lines below it.

Thus the number of base changes is at most the number of cells with r
lines below them. We now show that this quantity is bounded by KS{n,T).
We use projective duality to transform the lines of A into points, and vice
versa: for each line w = at + b v/e place a point (6, a), and for each point
{w,t) we draw aline b= —ta+w. This transformation has the property that
if a point is above a line in the {w, f)-plane, the corresponding line is above
the corresponding point in the (6, a)-plane. Therefore the cell C corresponds
to a set of lines, all above the same set of r points in the (6, a)-plane; this is
exactly an r-set and therefore the number of cells is bounded by the number
of such sets. •

Theorem 2. Let UM(n, r) and KS{n, r) measure the complexities ofpara
metric uniform matroid optimization and k-sets, as defined above. Then
IiS[n.k) < 2{UM(n,k) —1).

Proof: Let S l:)e a configuration of points realizing K.S{n.k)-, without
loss of generality S is placed above the horizontal axis. We can assume 1)\'
symmetry that at least KS{n, k)/2 of the k-sets are covered by the iialfspace
below some line, rather than above a line. (Some L-sets may be covererl
by halfspaces of both types, but this only works to onr advantage), liv
applying the reverse of the duality transformation used above, we can form
an arrangement of positive-slope lines such that at least KS{ti.,k]/2 cells
have exactly k lines passing below them. Let these lines be formed as abo\e



Figure 2. The lower envelope of line segments.

from the weight functions of a uniform matroid JJ]^. Then the top vertices
of each cell correspond to base changes of this matroid. •

As a consequence, any bound ofthe form 0{n"'k^) for it-sets can be trans
formed into a similar bound for parametric uniform matroid optimization,
and vice versa. In particular the known fi(nlogib) bounds for it-sets lead to
a bound of the same form for uniform matroid optimization, and hence for
parametric matroid optimization in general.

3 Graphic Matroids and Lower Envelopes

We next consider the parametric graph minimum spanning tree problem,
which is the restriction of parametric matroid optimization to graphic ma
troids. No lower bound was known for this case; not even the fi(nloglb)
bound above can be made to work here, as graphic matroids do not have
nontrivial uniform submatroids.

We relate this problem to the following seemingly unrelated problem
from computational geometry. Given ii line segments 5, in the {x,y) plane,
all above the x axis, the loiucr envelope of the segments is the function f(x)
giving the minimum value o1 y such that {x,y) is on some segment. (If no
such y exists, let /(.r) = -|-cc.) 'i hen /(.r) is a piecewise linear function of
X. The complexity of /(;;•) is the minimum number of intervals we need to
partition the real line into, so that /(:/') is linear in each interval. In other
words, it is the numlrer of crmtiguous pieces of line segments that can be
connected by vertical lines t(r the x axis (Figure.2).



Figure 3. Lower bound construction for graphic matroids; (a) The graph G; (b)
Weight functions for the three edges corresponding to a line segment.

Lemma 1 ([11, 19]). The maximum complexity ofalower envelope ofline
segments is 0(na(n)), where a is the inverse Ackermann function.

We now give the basic construction connecting this geometric concept
with parametric minimum spanning trees. The construction produces a
sparse graph from a line segment arrangement; we later show that a graph
with any desired density can be formed by combining several copies of these
sparse graphs.

Lemma 2. Let S be a collection ofn line segments in the plane, with lower
envelope complexity c. Then there is a graph G with Sn edges and 2n + 2
vertices, and a set oflinearly varying edge weights on G, such that G has at
least c- n different trees in its sequence ofminimum spanning trees.

Proof: Let G be formed by taking two vertices 5 and t, and connecting
Iheiii by n three-edge paths (Figure 3(a)). Each path will correspond to a
single segment s, in 5; if a path has three edges Ci, e2, and 63 we let Ci have
an edge weight function plotted by the line through Si, we let 02 liave an
edge weight function of very large negative slope, sudi that the weights of
11 and e2 aie equal at the left endpoint of 6,-, and we let (-3 have a weight
tiincMoii oi large positive slope crossing the weight of ei at the right endpoint
of These three weight functions and the segment .s,; they correspond to
are depicted in Figure 3(b).

•Tny spanning tree of G is formed by choosing all three edges fiorn one
of llie II paths, and any two edges from each of the remaiidng n—i paths.











but holds also for r > n.

Theorem 6. Let AP[n, r) measure the complexity ofpolygons in arrange
ments as defined above. Then AP(n,r) =

Proof: Given a coUection of polygons in an arrangement A, we show that
it has the above complexity. Perturb Aif necessary so no three lines meet
at a point. Sort the lines of A by slope. We say that a vertex of A is
sharp if the lines forming the vertex have slopes separated by more than

^positions apart in the sorted sequence, and dull otherwise. Since the
slopes of a polygon's edges form a monotone sequence, each polygon can
have at most sharp vertices, so the total number of such vertices in
all the polygons is 0(nr-^/2). The remaining vertices are dull, but there are
(9(nr-^/2) dull vertices in the entire arrangement, and each one can only be
part of at most two polygons. •

We now complete the lower bound for matroid optimization by construct
ing a collection of non-overlapping polygons with many vertices. Known
results on faces in arrangements give the bound on AP(n,r),
however the bound in the theorem below is stronger for the case ofinterest
in which r < n.

Theorem 7. For any n and r = O(n^) there is a collection of r non-
overlapping polygons in an arrangement ofn lines, having Q(nr^/^) vertices.

Proof: We first form an arrangement A' with 0{r) lines, such that some
r faces of the arrangement have total complexity [1], We then add
steep left and right tangents to these faces, as in the proof above, so that
we have 0(r) convex chains with the same asymptotic complexity. To com
plete the construction we flatten A' by an affine transformation and connect
0{n/r) copies of the flattened arrangement in a large convex chain shape,
as in the proof of Theorem .3 and as depicted in Figure 4. 1'lie sets of r
chains in adjacent copies of A' can be connected where the copies cross, so
wp get r chains overall and total comiilexity. .As in d'heorem I. we
can add additional lines to the base of each of these chains, to form ihem
back into convex polygons. •

Corollary 2. There exist parametric matroid optimization prohjems with
cowplexity MO(n.r)- ).



5 Conclusions

We have described three different problems from combinatorial geometry
and related them all to a common non-geometric problem, of parametric
matroid optimization. We then used these relations to prove lower bounds
on the matroid problem.

These results also give new hope for results on the geometric side of
the problem, on the longstanding open problem of bounds on Ai-sets. The
matroid upper and lower bounds are both of the form nr*^, giving rise to the
possibility that a similar lower bound could be proved for A:-sets. And the
fact that our problem of polygons in arrangements is very similar to other
problems with 0{n^/^) bounds gives reason to believe that similar bounds
might hold for matroid optimization, and its special case the Ar-set problem.

An interesting related problem concerns similar parametric optimization
questions for non-matroid problems. Fernandez-Baca and Slutzki [6] show
that in many such problems, restricted to certain classes of graphs, the
number of solution changes is polynomially bounded. One such question of
particular interest is that of parametric shortest paths: in a graph with lin
early varying edge weights, how many times can the shortest path between
two vertices change? Parametric shortest path problems have been exten
sively studied for their application to minimum cost flow [8], but a solution
to this question would also help clarify the processor bounds needed for fast
parallel linear programming with two variables per inequality [16]. An ar
gument similar to the proof of Savitch's theorem can be used to show an
j^o(iogn) bound on thenumber of shortest paths (G. Lueker and N. Megiddo,
personal communications). At one point, P. Carstensen claimed a matching
^n(log7i) lower bound (N. Megiddo, personal communication) but we have
been unable to find a. publication of this result. It would be of interest either
to verify Carstensen's lower bound, or to prove a polynomial upper bound
for this question.

Another open problem concerns algorithms for parametric matroid op
timization. it. is known that a A:-lcve] in a line arrangement (essentially
equivalent to the set of base changes in a ])arametric uniform matroid) can
be const,ruct(>d in time ()(v \og ii. -|- .r iog '̂«), where x denotes the output
complexity [3]. However similai- results for nonnniform matroids are not
known.
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